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Current fluctuation in single-hole transport through a two-dimensional
Si multidot
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Single-hole transport in a two-dimensional Si multidot-channel field-effect transistor is studied. It is
found that the single-hole-tunneling current fluctuates in the particular ranges of drain voltage and
gate voltage. Such a phenomenon can be explained by a model that the hole transport through the
percolation path is sensitively influenced and fluctuates with the time due to charging–discharging
and polarity-switching of the dots adjacent to the percolation path. A Monte Carlo simulation using
a parallel-double-dot circuit shows good agreement with the experimental characteristics. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1883705g
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A two-dimensionals2Dd Si quantum multidot structu
has attracted interest because of its importance both in
ics and device applications. In applying the Si multidot st
ture to new functional devices such as quantum cellula
tomatasQCAd1,2 and photoimaging devices,3 it is necessar
to study the electrical transport of the 2D Si dot array.
viously, it has been reported that, if the size of dots in
array is random, one current percolation path is forme
first due to the electrostatic potential variations in the
voltage region.4–6 The path is expected to be a o
dimensionals1Dd dot array. Although the transport charac
istics are mainly determined by the circuit parameters o
path itself, the charging effect of the dots adjacent to the
sreferred to as “adjacent dots”d cannot be neglected due
the Coulomb interaction between the adjacent dots an
dots in the path.

Recently, Emirogluet al. reported the characteristics o
Si single-electron transistor composed of a Si single
where adjacent Si double dots are capacitively coupled t
single dotsCoulomb islandd.7 They demonstrated a suppr
sion of current and a modulation of the Coulomb block
sCBd peak height due to single-electron polarization of
adjacent double dots. In the 2D dot system, the multi
surround the percolation path, so that the adjacent dot e
becomes more crucial. In this letter, we present results o
single-hole-tunneling transport in a 2D Si multidot-chan
field-effect transistorsFETd. It will be shown that the
charging-discharging and polarity-switching in the adja
dots induce the current fluctuation in the particular range
drain voltage and gate voltage.

The device used in this experiment is the 2D Si mult
FET fabricated on a silicon-on-insulatorsSOId substrate, a
schematically shown in Fig. 1sad. The channel width an
length are about 0.5 and 0.8mm, respectively. In the cha
nel, the Si dots are connected to each other via an ultr
sabout 5 nmd Si layer, which works as a tunnel barrier due
the quantum size effect. The 2D multidots are formed by
nanometer-scale local oxidation of Sisnano-LOCOSd pro-
cess, which has mainly two steps.6,8 First, the thin
SOI f18 nm-thick top Sis100d /90 nm thick buried
SiO2/n+-Sis100dg surface was nitrided in a vacuum to na
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rally form ultrasmall SiN islands. Second, the surface
oxidized by a conventional furnace oxidation. Since the
islands work as the oxidation masks, Si multidots can
obtained below the SiN masks. The lateral size, height
density of the fabricated Si dots are about 20 nm, 3 nm
231011 cm−2, respectively, although the size and spacin
dots are distributed due to the naturally formed SiN ma
The n+-Si substrate works as the backgate and no top g
prepared. The channel–source and channel–drain co
are the Al Schottky contacts. Thus, the carrier polarity in
channel can be selected by the polarity of backgate vo
sVbgd. For the positiveVbg, electrons are injected into t
channel and the FET acts as a single-electron de
while, for the negativeVbg, holes are induced and the F
acts as a single-hole device.6

Figure 1sbd shows the drain currentsIdd versusVbg char-
acteristics for holes at 15 K with different drain volta
sVdd. The current oscillations due to the CB effect are
served. As reported in our previous works,6,9 the CB oscilla
tions are ascribed to the formation of the current percola
path in the 2D multidot channel, and a few dots having
highest-resistance tunnel junctions in the path should d
nate the carrier transport. It can be seen in Fig. 1sbd that the
spacing between the current peaks in the CB oscillatio

l:FIG. 1. sad Schematic cross section of the 2D Si multidot-channel FET

sbd Id–Vbg characteristics for holes at 15 K.
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not constant, indicating that a few dots are responsible
the observed current oscillations.10,11 Furthermore, it shoul
be noted that the current-peak spacing for the positiveVd is
quite different from that for the negativeVd. This strongly
suggests that the current path is changed by the polar
Vd. This conclusion is consistent with the results in Fig. 2sad,
shown next, where the drain current fluctuation is obse
only for the negativeVd.

Figure 2sad showsId–Vd characteristics at 15 K for var
ous Vbg. It is found that theId–Vd curves with the curren
fluctuation are clearly detected in the negativeVd regionsin-
dicated by a dashed circled for the negative Vbg of
−19.0 to −19.8 V. Such a current fluctuation is not obse
for the other Vbg region, for example, −17.8 V,Vbg
,−18.3 V. It is noted that the meaning of the current fl
tuation here is that the current fluctuates with the time
shown belowfFigs. 2sbd and 5sbdg. Figure 2sbd shows the
Id–Vd curves for the upward and downwardVd ramping with
a sweep rate of 0.5 mV/s. The fine structures of the d
current are different between two curves, indicating tha
drain current fluctuates with the time. We could not obs
such a fluctuation for FETs without the Si multidot struct
sthat is, flat-channel FETsd. Therefore, the observed curre
fluctuation is likely to originate from the charging effect
the dots.

Taking into account the charging effect of the dots,
propose a parallel-double-dot model to explain the cu
fluctuation. Figures 3sad and 3sbd show schematic diagram
of the parallel-double-dot structure and its simplified equ
lent circuit, respectively. Since theId–Vbg curves in Fig. 1sbd
indicated that a few dots dominate the carrier transport,
likely that the current percolation path is represented
double-dot structuresdots 1 and 2d. The dots 3 and 4 repr
sent the dots adjacent to the path, whose charging stat
fluence the tunneling transport. Charging of the adjacent
occurs by the charge tunneling from the percolation
through the tunnel junctionsC13 or C24d. Each of the dots i

FIG. 2. sad Id–Vd characteristics at 15 K for variousVbg and sbd Id–Vd

curves for upward and downwardVd ramping with a sweep rate
0.5 mV/s. Arrows in Fig. 2sbd indicate theVd ramping directions.
connected to a voltage sourcesVgd through a gate capacitor
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sCg1, Cg2, Cg3 or Cg4d representing the buried SiO2. We cal-
culated the single-hole-tunneling characteristics of the ci
at 0 K using a Monte Carlo method. The calculation pro
dure is the same as in our previous works.3,12,13

Figure 4sad shows a typical calculatedId contour plot in
the Vd–Vg plane, where we set the circuit parameters
Cs1=C12=C2d=C13=C24=C34=5 aF, Cg1=Cg2=Cg3=Cg4
=0.07 aF, Rs1=R12=R2d=100 kV, and R13=R24=R34
=100 MV. In this figure, the brighter region represents
lower current. A strong suppression of the current arounVd
of 0 V is observed due to CB. Furthermore, the noisy
tern, which will be found to reflect the current fluctuat
with the time, is seen in the region P1, while the noisy
tern is absent in the region Q1. TheId–Vd characteristic
drawn from the contour plot are shown in Fig. 5sad for the P1
sVg=−0.6, −0.7, and −0.8 Vd and Q1 sVg=0, −0.1, and
−0.2 Vd regions. These calculated results qualitatively a
with the experimental results in Fig. 2.

FIG. 3. sad Schematic diagram of a parallel-double-dot structure andsbd its
simplified equivalent circuit.

FIG. 4. sColord sad CalculatedId contour plot in theVd–Vg plane, andsbd a
snapshot of the charge statesl r d in the adjacent dots 3 and 4.l andr are the

numbers of electrons in the dots 3 and 4, respectively.
icense or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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In order to understand the origin of the noisy patter
Fig. 4sad, a snapshot of charge statesl r d in the adjacent do
is shown in Fig. 4sbd, where l and r are the numbers o
electrons in the dots 3 and 4, respectively. Correspondi
the noisy pattern in the region P1 of Fig. 4sad, the change i
the charge state is seen in the region P2 of Fig. 4sbd, while
such a change is absent in the region Q2. Therefore
current fluctuation in theId–Vd curve is due to the change
the charge statesl r d. It is important that such a charge-st
change randomly occurs with the time. Figure 5sbd shows the
calculated time-dependence ofId for Vd=−20 mV and
Vg=−0.7 V. The time dependence shows
random-telegraph-signal14,15with three digital current level
0 nA, ,−15 nA and,−20 nA, corresponding to the char
statess−1 0d, s0 −1d, ands0 0d, respectively.

From Figs. 4sbd and 5sbd, there are two types of th
changes in the charge states. The first one is the charg
neling from stod the percolation path tosfromd the adjacen
dots through the junctionC13 or C24. Such charging and di
charging of the adjacent dots cause time-dependent pot
fluctuation for the dot in the percolation path, leading to
current fluctuation. The second one is the change in
charge polarization of the adjacent dots due to single-ch
switching from one of the double dots to the other
through the junctionC34, for instance, betweens−1 0d and
s0 −1d or betweens1 0d ands0 1d. Such a polarity-switchin

FIG. 5. sad CalculatedId–Vd characteristics forVg=0, −0.1, −0.2, −0.6
−0.7, and −0.8 V;sbd calculated time-dependence ofId for Vd=−20 mV and
Vg=−0.7 V.
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in the adjacent double dots is crucial, because the par
double-dot is the basic component of QCA.16,17

In conclusion, the current fluctuation in single-ho
tunneling characteristics of the 2D Si multidot-channel F
was observed in the particular ranges of drain voltage
gate voltage. This phenomenon is attributed to the t
dependent charging-discharging and polarity-switching
the dots adjacent to the current percolation path.
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